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To: Charles Judson <charles.judson@broadland.gov.uk> 
 

Dear Mr Judson 

 

As before we object to PA 20201183, for the following reasons. 

 

The application under reference appears to us to contain statements that 

are wrong.   Section 6 dealing with existing use and issues of 

contamination gives the answer ’NO’ to the question as to whether the 

proposed use would be particularly vulnerable to the presence of 

contamination.   The answer should be ‘YES’ - the building will form part of 

the school premises, and it will be open to public use, and as such all care 

should be taken to ensure that the site is free of contaminants. 

 

The Section 9 which deals with employment states that there will be no 

increase in the number of employees.   This is contradicted by the 

statement of Brown & Co when challenged on issues of parking, which are 

the basis for so much of the debate surrounding this application and with 

which the Highways Department is particularly concerned, in their response 

(dated 18.1.21 to you): “The building will be staffed by the School’s existing 

PE department and staff [separate things, apparently] and so there will be 

no expected staff increase in terms of the School’s operation of the 

building.   It may be necessary to have additonal staff run the faciilties out 

of hours.”   In view of the fact that the boast of this project is that the 

building is for ‘community use’ and hence would be available to Reepham 

and community residents outside school hours and term-times, and that 

other parallel applications, principally PA 20200847, should be granted in 

order that Reepham and community should eventually have the benefit of 

the sports hall, issues  that follow from the building of the sports hall, 

should be treated by the applicants with the attention to detail that they 

deserve.   These issues cover the gamut of problems associated with this 

group of applications, including the quality of the buildings, both 

architecturally and in terms of sustainability;  the use of greenfield land 

including large chunks of sports field (both for housing and the sports 

hall);  drainage and infrastructure;  roads, parking, traffic and safety.  



 

This brings us to our final objection to this proposal.   We had understood 

that following all the correspondence and objections that this cluster of 

planning applications has generated - PAs 20200847, 20200469 and 

20201183 - and their interrelatedness, none of them would be considered 

in isolation and with tweaks and adjustments.   And yet this repeat-

application appears, in complete isolation, as if this is a project which is not 

related to the housing and road plans, not dependent on housing and roads 

and Lovells making the sort of profit which they deem sufficient to generate 

some benefit, as they see fit, to Reepham and community. 

 

We look forward to hearing from you with the date on which this and its 

related applications will be decided. 

 

With best wishes, and sincerely, 

 

8 Mill Road Reepham Norwich nr10 4jx 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 
 


